ALADDIN is a poor boy who finds a magical Genie. He wishes to be a prince so he can marry Princess Jasmine.

JASMINE is a Princess who wants to see the world outside the palace. She meets Aladdin in the market and falls in love.

GENIE lives in a lamp and wishes for freedom. Aladdin discovers Genie in the Cave of Wonders.
SYNOPSIS: Aladdin is a poor boy who dreams of escaping his life on the streets. Even though he is a thief, he is a good person and takes care of his friends. Jafar, the Sultan’s evil advisor, wants to become King. He sends Aladdin to find a magic lamp. Aladdin finds the lamp and becomes master of the Genie. With the help of the Genie, Aladdin must stop Jafar’s evil plan and protect Princess Jasmine, his friends, and the kingdom.

JAFAR is the Sultan’s advisor. The Sultan trusts Jafar, but Jafar is evil. He wants to become the Sultan and marry Princess Jasmine.

IAGO is Jafar’s helper. He does what Jafar tells him to do. In the movie Iago is a bird, in the stage version he is a human character.

SULTAN is the ruler of the kingdom. Princess Jasmine is the Sultan’s daughter.

BABKAK, OMAR, KASSIM are Aladdin’s best friends. They help Aladdin when he is in trouble. They are not characters in the movie.